Dictionary learning is a classic representation learning method that has been widely applied in signal processing and data analytics. In this paper, we investigate a family of p -norm (p > 2, p ∈ N) maximization approaches for the complete dictionary learning problem from theoretical and algorithmic aspects. Specifically, we prove that the global maximizers of these formulations are very close to the true dictionary with high probability, even when Gaussian noise is present. Based on the generalized power method (GPM), an efficient algorithm is then developed for the p -based formulations. We further show the efficacy of the developed algorithm: for the population GPM algorithm over the sphere constraint, it first quickly enters the neighborhood of a global maximizer, and then converges linearly in this region. Extensive experiments will demonstrate that the p -based approaches enjoy a higher computational efficiency and better robustness than conventional approaches and p = 3 performs the best.
Introduction
Dictionary learning is a classic unsupervised representation learning method [18] . Given data Y , it identifies a representation basis D 0 and the corresponding coefficients X 0 such that Y ≈ D 0 X 0 and X 0 is sufficiently sparse. Given its powerful capability of exploiting lowdimensional structures in high-dimensional data, dictionary learning has found wide applications in signal and image processing [10] . * These two authors contributed equally.
Solving the dictionary learning problem involves nonconvex optimization, and is thus highly challenging. A key ingredient underlying the recent advancement in this area is innovative mathematical formulations. A natural formulation is to minimize the 0 norm of X 0 for inducing sparsity, which, however, is computationally intractable. Thus, surrogate objective functions are explored, which ideally should come with theoretical guarantees for recovering the dictionary, as well as efficient algorithms. In particular, 1 -norm minimization based formulations, which promote sparsity in problems such as compressive sensing, have been widely adopted in dictionary learning [3, 12, 23, 26] . While such formulations have enjoyed theoretical guarantees, they face computational challenges for high-dimensional data. Particularly, existing algorithms can only deal with one row of a dictionary at a time. Given the high computational complexity of classic algorithms for recovering one row, e.g., the Riemannian trust region algorithm or subgradient descent, repeatedly solving the problem for n times to recover the whole dictionary leads to prohibitive complexity. Additionally, 1 -based methods are known to be sensitive to noise [26, 27] . Thus, formulations that lead to more efficient and robust methods are needed.
Recently, a novel 4 -norm maximization formulation was proposed in [27, 28] , which is able to recover the entire dictionary at once. It was shown that the global maximizers of the 4 -based formulation are very close to the true dictionary. Moreover, the concaveness of the formulation enables a fast fixed-point type algorithm, named matching, stretching, and projection (MSP), which achieves hundreds of times speedup compared with existing methods. This new formulation is motivated by the fact that maximizing 2k+2 -norm promotes spikiness and sparsity [15, 29] . In experiments, an 2k+2 -norm over an 2 -norm constraint. In principle, maximizing any higher-order norm over a lowerorder norm constraint leads to sparse and spiky solutions. Thus, we conjecture that the dictionary can be recovered via maximizing any p -norm (p > 2), which is tested numerically in Fig. 1 . It is demonstrated that dictionary recovery with high probability is achieved for p = 3, 4, 5, 6. Particularly, the 3 -based formulation enjoys the lowest sample complexity 1 . These observations lead to the following intriguing questions:
• Can all the p -norm maximization based formulations provably recover the true dictionary?
• Which p should we pick for practical applications?
• What advantages do they enjoy over the traditional approaches, e.g., 1 -based approaches?
Unfortunately, the analysis in [28] cannot be extended to 2k+1 -norms, and thus could not address the above questions. In this paper, we endeavor to develop more general theoretical results for p -norm (p > 2, p ∈ N) based formulations 2 , which will lead to a better understanding of such methods and also provide guidelines to find more efficient algorithms. Figure 1 : The successful dictionary recover probability with different values of p when n = 30 and θ = 0.3.
Contributions
In this paper, we study the p -norm (p > 2, p ∈ N) maximization based dictionary learning. 1 Sample complexity here means the minimal required number of samples to successfully recover the true dictionary. 2 Our analysis can be extended to 2 < p < ∞ with minor modification. However, due to the high computational complexity of taking fractional power, we will not discuss p / ∈ N in this paper.
• We prove that as long as the number of samples is sufficiently large under an appropriate random data model, the global maximizers of all p -norm maximization based formulations are very close to the true dictionary with high probability, even in the presence of the Gaussian noise.
• An efficient algorithm is developed based on the generalized power method [14] , which applies to p > 2. It is proved that the population generalized power method enjoys a desirable global convergence behavior over the sphere constraint. Specifically, the convergence involves two stages, where the first stage only takes a few iterations and the second stage enjoys a linear convergence rate.
• To guide the practical application, we prove that the 3 -based approach enjoys the lowest sample complexity and is the most robust among all p -norm maximization based formulations. The experiments will further demonstrate that the 3 -based approach is also more time-efficient and robust than existing methods, including K-SVD, 1 and 4 -based approaches.
Notations and Terminologies
Asymptotic notations: Throughout the paper, f (n) = O(g(n)) means that there exists a constant c > 0 such that f (n) ≤ c|g(n)|; f (n) = Θ(g(n)) means that there exists constants c 1 , c 2 such that c 1 |g(n)| ≤ f (n) ≤ c 2 |g(n)|; f (n) = Ω(g(n)) means that there exists constants c 3 > 0 such that c 3 |g(n)| ≤ f (n)
Norms:
· p is the element-wise p-th norm of a vector or matrix, i.e., A p = ( i j |A ij | p ) 1 p . Likewise, · F and · denote the Frobenius norm and operator norm of a matrix, respectively.
Stiefel manifold: The Stiefel manifold St(n, m) is defined as the subspace of orthonormal N-frames in R n , namely,
where I m is the m×m identity matrix. We further denote the orthogonal group as O(n) = St(n, n)
Distributions: We shall denote a Bernoulli distribution with θ non-zero probability as Ber(θ). The Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution is denoted by BG(θ) and defined as x = b · g, where b ∼ Ber(θ) and g ∼ N (0, 1).
Sign-permutation ambiguity: Note that for a sparse matrix X 0 and any signed permutation matrix P , X 0 and X 0 P are equally sparse. Thus, we consider that a dictionary D 0 is successfully recovered if we find any signed permutation of D 0 .
p -norm Maximization based Complete Dictionary Learning
In this section, we study the statistical performance of pbased formulations of complete dictionary learning and investigate their robustness.
Problem Formulation
We consider an orthogonal (complete) dictionary learning problem with a Bernoulli-Gaussian model, with the following three justifications. First, it has been demonstrated that the performance of complete bases is competitive to over-complete dictionaries in real applications [4] . Second, the complete dictionary learning problem can be converted into the orthogonal case through a simple preconditioning [23] . Third, the Bernoulli-Gaussian model is a reasonable model for generic sparse coefficients [3, 22, 23, 27, 28] .
Specifically, we assume that each signal sample y i ∈ R n is generated from a sparse superposition of an orthogonal dictionary D 0 ∈ O(n), i.e., y i = D 0 x i , where each element in x i ∈ R n is i.i.d. Bernoulli-Gaussian, i.e., x i,j ∼ BG(θ). Denote Y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y r }, X 0 = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x r } and thus Y = D 0 X 0 . Our goal is to simultaneously recover the dictionary D 0 and coefficients X 0 from the observation Y . A good estimate of D 0 , denoted as D, should maximize the sparsity of the associated coefficients X. Therefore, a natural 0based formulation of the orthogonal dictionary learning problem is
As D ∈ O(n), we can write X = D * Y . Denote D = [d 1 , · · · , d n ] and A = D * , and then the formulation (2) can be transformed into
Nevertheless, Problem (3) is difficult to solve due to the combinatorial nature of · 0 . To motivate p -based formulations, we first consider a simpler case of (3), i.e., solving one column of the dictionary by minimize a a * Y 0 subject to a 2 = 1. (4)
The essence of the existing heuristic formulations, either the 1 or 4 based one, to solve (4) is to promote sparsity over an 2 constraint. Note that the landscapes of higherorder norms are sharper than lower-order norms. Thus, maximizing any higher-order norm over a lower-order norm constraint pushes the variables to extreme values, i.e., 0 or the maximal, which leads to sparse solutions. Fig. 2 illustrates this phenomenon on S 2 . Therefore, heuristically, we can adopt any p -based (p > 2) formulation for dictionary learning. Specifically, we expect one column of the dictionary to be recovered by solving the following problem maximize a a * Y p p = a * D 0 X 0 p p subject to
where p ∈ N and p > 2.
Similarly, m columns of D 0 can be recovered at once by considering the following optimization problem
The whole dictionary can be recovered at once if m = n. 
Statistical justification
In this subsection, we offer statistical justification to our p -based formulation in (6) . We consider m = n for simplicity in this subsection and m < n can be derived in the same way with minor modifications. We prove that the global maximizers of all p -based formulations are very close to the true dictionary, which is formally stated as below.
Provided that the sample size r = Ω θδ −2 n log(n/δ)(n log 2 n) p 2 , then for δ > 0, there exists a signed permutation Π, such that
with probability at least 1 − r −1 and C θ is a constant that depends on θ.
Remark. The derivation for the correctness of global maximizers of the 4 -based formulation in [28] requires a closed-form expression of the expected objective function, which cannot be obtained for 2k+1 -based formulations. In order to develop general theoretical results, we first show that if a formulation satisfies concentration and sharpness conditions defined in Theorem B.1, its global maximizers are very close to the true dictionary. Then we prove that all p -based (p > 2) formulations satisfy these two conditions. Our result is consistent with the result in [20] when p = 4. Please refer to Section B.1 for a detailed proof.
We next present two lemmas to give a better understanding of Theorem 2.1. First, Lemma 2.1 shows that the global maximizers of the population objective are the true dictionary. Second, we figure out how many samples are needed for the concentration of the empirical objective around the population objective in Lemma 2.2.
We first show that the global maximizers are the true dictionary in expectation. Lemma 2.1 states the correctness of p -based formulations, namely, the global maximizers of the population objective are the true dictionary up to some signed permutations. Due to the law of large numbers, the gap between the empirical objective and expectation objective vanishes as the number of samples goes to infinity. Nevertheless, the sample complexity is an important consideration in dictionary learning. We hope to learn the true dictionary from as few samples as possible. The next proposition states the finite sample concentration, namely, the empirical objective concentrates on the expectation objective as long as the number of samples is Ω(n p 2 +1 ), ignoring the logarithm factors. Lemma 2.2. (Concentration bound of the objective) Suppose X ∈ R n×r follows BG(θ). For any given θ ∈ (0, 1) and δ > 0, whenever r ≥ Cθδ −2 n log(n/δ)(n log 2 n)
Remark. We provide experimental validations for the phase transitions of p -based formulations in Section A.1.
Form Lemma 2.2, we see that more samples are required as p increases, and thus a smaller p leads to a lower sample complexity. Fig. 1 illustrates the successful recovery probability versus the number of samples for different values of p. It also confirms the exponential increase in the sample complexity as p increases.
Robustness
In practice, the observations are usually noisy. Intuitively, the regions around the global maximizers of the p -norms (p > 2) are flatter than that of the 1 -norm, which leads to a higher tolerance to noise. In this subsection, we investigate the robustness of the p -based formulations to Gaussian noise. Other typical noise will be tested in Section 4 via experiments.
We consider noisy measurements
. We find that when the number of samples goes to infinity, the Gaussian noise will not change the global maximizers. However, the noise makes it harder for the objective value to concentrate and thus more samples are needed compared to the clean objective. The next theorem shows that the global maximizers are very close to the true dictionary under Gaussian noise.
then for δ > 0, there exists a signed permutation Π, such that
with probability at least 1 − r −1 as long as r = Ω(δ −2 n log(n/δ)((1 + η 2 )n log n)
Remark. Please refer to Section B.2 for a detailed proof. Theorem 2.2 shows that as the number of samples is sufficiently large, the global maximizers are very close to the true dictionary. It also suggests that the sample complexity increases as p becomes larger, i.e., a smaller p is more robust to Gaussian noise.
Efficient Algorithm
In this section, we develop an efficient algorithm for p -based dictionary learning, and investigate its convergence property. Particularly, an interesting two-stage convergence behavior is revealed and explained.
Algorithm for p -based dictionary learning
We develop our algorithm based on the generalized power method (GPM) algorithm [14] , which is a general optimization method to deal with concave objective functions. From the GPM algorithm, we can derive efficient algorithms for many applications, e.g., subspace iteration for finding k-largest eigenvectors [5] , the matching, stretching, and projection algorithm for 4based dictionary learning [28], and efficient algorithms for sparse principle component analysis [14] . These algorithms have been shown to enjoy linear or super-linear convergence rates as well as cheap per-iteration cost (the same cost as the gradient method) in experiments, which motivates us to apply GPM to p -based dictionary learning.
The GPM algorithm aims at maximizing a convex function f (·) over a compact constraint Q.
In each iteration, the GPM algorithm maximizes a linear surrogate of the objective function. The procedure of the GPM algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, where f ∈ ∂f is any subgradient.
Algorithm 1 Generalized power method [14]
1: Initialize x (0) ∈ D. 2: for t = 0...T do 3:
4: end for
We develop an algorithm for p -based dictionary learning based on the GPM algorithm. Let f (A) = AY p p and thus ∇f (A) = |(AY ) •(p−1) | • sign(AY ) Y * . The update for the GPM algorithm is
The only thing left is to compute the maximizer over the Stiefel manifold, which is stated in the next lemma.
with maximizer s = Polar(C). Polar(C) denotes the U factor of the polar decomposition of the matrix C such that
where S m + denotes positive semi-definite matrices.
The whole algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2, where •(p−1) denotes the element-wise (p − 1)-th power and • denotes the element-wise product.
Algorithm 2
The GPM algorithm for p -based dictionary learning
In general, the GPM algorithm only converges to a critical point with a sub-linear rate since P in (6) is non-convex [14] . Nevertheless, with X 0 following the Bernoulli-Gaussian model, experiments show that the GPM algorithm converges to the global maximizer in a very fast rate. We explain this phenomenon in the next subsection.
Global convergence over the sphere constraint
In this subsection, we investigate why and how the GPM algorithm converges to the global maximizer despite the non-convexity of problem P in (6) . Unfortunately, the global optimality analysis over the Stiefel manifold is extremely difficult. In fact, even whether a local maxima of
is still an open problem [16] . We instead analyze a special case of P when m = 1 with population GPM to see how the GPM algorithm converges to the global optimizer for a non-convex problem. The sphere constraint enables a fine characterization of the gradient dynamics, from which we can derive global convergence results.
In the rest of this subsection, we show the global convergence of the population 3 GPM algorithm over the sphere constraint. In the population version, we consider to solve the following problem with Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The population GPM algorithm over the sphere constraint
5: end for
We assume D 0 = I without loss of generality since the orthogonal transformation has no impact on the convergence [23]. Moreover, according to the statistical analysis, the global maximizer satisfies a 0 = 1 [22]. Thus, there are 2n ground-truth vectors in the dictionary learning problem, i.e., a = ±e i . We can safely assume that the desired global maximizer is e n and a n ≥ |a i |, ∀i at initialization.
Accordingly, given the ground-truth e n , a vector a can be decomposed into two components: a parallel component a n and a perpendicular components a −n := a 1:n−1 . The parallel component is the signal component.
To study the dynamics of the population GPM algorithm, we start by considering the case where the sequences {a (t) } are generated by the population gradient
where ∇F (a (t) ) denotes the population gradient, given by
a Ω ], 3 Due to the concentration, the empirical gradient will be very close to the population gradient when the sample size is large. Hence, we study the population GPM here to reveal the convergence behavior.
where c p is a constant only related to p, and Ω denotes the support of a random Bernoulli vector b ∈ R n with b i ∼ Ber(θ).
With simple calculations, the dynamics for both the signal and orthogonal components with respect to the global maximizer e n are given by Signal :
To simplify the analysis, we define the signal-toorthogonal-ratio (SOR) and signal-to-orthogonal at the i-th coordinate ratio (SOR i ) as SOR = a n a −n 2 , and SOR i = a n a i .
A unique advantage for studying SOR and SOR i is that they are projection-invariant, i.e.,
This allows us to bypass the study of projection and makes the results easy to interpret.
The SOR and SOR i can also be viewed as an error metric since a − e n 2 2 = 2 − 2
where a − e n 2 2 is the squared 2 error. The following proposition shows the evolution of SOR i during the iterations, which will be used to derive the global convergence result.
i as the value of SOR i at the t-th iteration and q = a (t) as the variable at the t-th iteration. Then SOR i evolves as
where Ω = Ω\{n}\{i} and k = p − 2. Two properties of τ i (q) are listed below
is monotonically increasing in q n and decreasing in q i . Figure 3 : The convergence of the population GPM for 4 -based formulation. The sparsity level is θ = 0.1. From both figures, we see the first stage is short and the second stage has a linear convergence with rate 1 10 .
Remark. Please refer to Section C.1 for the proof of this proposition.
According to Proposition 3.1, SOR i grows at an exponential rate. Thus, Algorithm (3) converges to the global maximizer of Problem (8) and the convergence is stated as below.
Theorem 3.1. Apply Algorithm 3 to solve problem (8) and assume a (0) follows a uniform distribution over the sphere. Denote τ (q) = min i=1,··· ,n−1 τ i (q), then there exists T τ ≤ log 1+τ (a (0) ) ( √ n), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that
almost surely and the convergence rate is given by lim k→∞
Please refer to Section C.2 for the proof of this theorem.
From Theorem 3.1, we observe a two-stage convergence. Specifically, the first stage only takes T τ iterations, which is short, and the second stage enjoys a linear convergence rate. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the convergence of the population GPM algorithm for the 4 -based formulation over the sphere. We clearly see a two-stage convergence in the figure: The first stage only lasts for a few iterations and the second stage has a linear convergence rate of 1 10 . The convergence speed is much faster than Riemannian gradient (RGD), which is the most commonly adopted method on Riemannian manifold [1] . We provide a comparison of the GPM algorithm and RGD in Section A.2. The convergence over O(n) is shown in Fig. 3(b) , from which we also observe the two-stage convergence with a 1 10 rate.
Experiments
In this section, we test the performance of the p -based approaches under both noiseless and noisy conditions. Specifically, we verify the advantages of the 3 -based method revealed in the theoretical analysis, particularly, its robustness. All the experiments are conducted with Matlab 2019a running on Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40Ghz.
The following three benchmarks are considered:
• K-SVD [2,21]: K-SVD is a classic dictionary learning algorithm. We adopt the K-SVD toolbox [21] for an efficient implementation.
• Riemannian trust region (RTR) [23]: This method adopts the smoothed 1 -based formulation and Riemannian trust region algorithm [1] , which enjoys an exact recovery guarantee in the noiseless case.
• 4 -based [28]: It can be viewed as a special case of the p -based formulation studied in this paper when p = 4. The MSP algorithm proposed in [28] is adopted.
Scalability in the noiseless case:
We first test the scalability of different algorithms. Specifically, we compare the accuracy and running time of different methods with different dictionary sizes n and sparsity levels θ in the noiseless case. For the tested problem size, RTR failed to terminate within ten hours. Hence, we do not include it as a baseline. The error and running time are taken average over 10 independent random trials. The results are shown in Table 1 .
From Table 1 , we see that all p -based methods achieve better performance and significant speedup compared to the K-SVD algorithm. As the problem size increases, the error of K-SVD increases while the error of p -based approaches remain stable.
We also observe that a smaller p leads to a smaller error, which is consistent with the results in Theorem 2.1. Moreover, the 3 -based approach enjoys the least running time because of its lower per-iteration complexity. Thus, the 3 -based approach is the best choice in terms of both accuracy and speed for the noiseless case.
Gaussian noise: A small Gaussian noise usually appears in dictionary learning applications. We consider the noisy observation Y N = Y + σG, where G i,j ∼ N (0, 1). The results of different algorithms are shown in Table 2 . While RTR achieves the smallest error on a clean objective (i.e., the cases with σ = 0), it is very time-consuming. When the noise is large, both RTR and K-SVD fail to recover the dictionary while the 3 and 4 -based methods still have a relatively low error. This is because for the 3 and 4 -norm, the regions around the global maximizers are very flat, leading to a higher tolerance to noise. Table 2 also shows that the 3based method is the most time-efficient in all cases and achieves the best performance when the noise is present.
Sparse corruptions: Sparse corruptions are another kind of noise usually present in images [6] . We consider the noisy observation Y S = Y + σB • R, where B i,j ∼ Ber(ϑ) and R i,j has equal probability to be −1 and 1. The results are shown in Table 3 . The performance of different methods are similar to the Gaussian noise case. RTR performs the best when the noise is relatively small but very unstable as the noise increases. The 3 and 4 -based methods are more stable as the noise increases and the 3 -based method is still the most timeefficient and most robust one.
All the above experiments demonstrate that the 3 -based approach is more time efficient and robust than existing methods, and thus it is a preferred method to use in practice.
Related Works
In this section, we discuss some existing literature related to our work.
Applications of p -norm: The p -norm plays an important role in machine learning. 1 -norm can induce sparsity and has been widely applied in compressive sensing [6, 11] . 2 -norm has strong geometric connections to eigenvectors as well as variance. Thus, it is of-ten used in different kinds of principle component pursuits [25] . Maximizing 2k+2 -norm can thus promote the spikiness, which has found applications in independent component analysis [13] , sparse blind deconvolution [15, 29] , and dictionary learning [20, 28]. General p -norms have also been applied for deconvolution applications in geophysics [9, 17] , but with little theory. Our study showed the importance of investigating more general p -norm based methods, and developed general frameworks for effective theoretical analysis and algorithm design. In particular, 3 -norm maximization stands out as a promising method for solving dictionary learning problems.
Methods for achieving global optimality in nonconvex optimization: A popular approach to study the global convergence of non-convex optimization is to analyze the optimization landscape. If a benign landscape exists, a sophisticated saddle-point escaping scheme can find a global optimums in polynomial time [8] . The benign optimization landscape of 4 -based formulation over the sphere was analyzed in [20] . Nevertheless, the convergence rate cannot be obtained in this way and saddle-point escaping algorithms are usually time-consuming. Another approach is dynamic analysis, which analyzes the trajectory of an optimization algorithm. It offers finer characterizations of the convergence, e.g., stages and rates [8] . Dynamic analysis has successfully been applied in analyzing the fast convergence of the gradient descent approach for non-convex problems, such as phase retrieval [7] and blind deconvolution [19] . These works focused on analyzing the gradient descent approach. Our analysis shows that over the sphere, the population generalized power method converges to the global maximizer in a two-stage manner, and is much faster than gradient-based approaches.
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the p -based (p > 2, p ∈ N) formulations for the orthogonal dictionary learning problem. We showed that the global maximizers of these formulations are very close to the true dictionary in both noiseless and noisy cases. In addition, we developed an efficient algorithm based on the generalized power method, and demonstrated its fast global convergence. We further conducted various experiments to show the benefits of adopting the 3 -based approach. 
Supplementary Materials A Additional Experiments

A.1 Phase Transition
In this subsection, we investigate the phase transition of p -based approaches. The test cases are combinations of (n, r) with n ∈ {30, 50, 70} and r = n {1+0.25k} . For each (n, r) pair, we generate 10 problem instances. We regard the dictionary is successfully recovered if 1 − AD 0 4 4 /n > 0.99. The results for 3 and 4 -based formulations with the GPM algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. Replacing the GPM algorithm by RGD results in the same figures. From the figures, we observe that 3 -based (resp. 4 -based) method can successfully recover the dictionary as long as r > n 2.5 (resp. r > n 3 ), which is consistent with our theoretical results in Theorem 2.1. In addition, we see that the sample complexity increases as θ grows. The actual sample complexity is smaller than the upper bound in Theorem 2.1 when θ is small. 
A.2 Comparison between GPM and RGD
In this subsection, we present the comparison between the population generalized power method (GPM) and population Riemannian gradient (RGD) for the p -based objective. RGD [1] is a popular method for optimization over manifold, which is known for its low computational cost [3] . In the experiment, we set θ = 0.3 and p = 4 to compare the convergence speed of the two methods in different scales. For RGD, we fix the step size as 1 4 . The results on the sphere and orthogonal group are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) respectively. From both figures, we see that the convergence speed of GPM is much faster than RGD, especially when the problem size is large. In addition, we observe both GPM and RGD have a two stage convergence. 
Convergence on O(n)
GPM n=100 GPM n=500 GPM n=1000 RGD n=100 RGD n=500 RGD n=1000 (b) Convergence over the orthogonal group. The error metric is min Π∈SP(n) Figure 6 : The convergence of the population GPM for 4 -based formulation.
B Correctness of the Global Maximizers
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. We first develop a general theory for the correctness of the global maximizers. Consider the following optimization problem to recover the dictionary
The following result shows that if two conditions are satisfied, the global maximizers to this optimization problem are very close to the true dictionary with high probability.
Theorem B.1. Let X ∈ R n×r , x i,j ∼ BG(θ), D 0 ∈ O(n) be an orthogonal dictionary, and Y = D 0 X.
Assume a function f : R n×n × R n×r → R that satisfies the following two conditions.
, with sample size r > Φ(δ, n), and then
holds with high probability.
2. (Sharpness) For all A ∈ O(n), there exists α > 0 and Π ∈ SP(n) such that
SupposeÂ is a global maximizer to
and r > Φ(δ, n), then for any δ > 0, there exists a signed permutation Π, such that
with high probability.
Proof. From concentration, if r > Φ(δ, n) we have
with high probability. This leads to
By sharpness, we have
This implies
Remark. The concentration condition determines the sample complexity of the formulation and ensures that the maximal objective values are close to the expected maximal objective value. The sharpness condition measures how close two variables are if the their objective values are close, which then leads to the closeness in the variable values.
We check the concentration and sharpness of noiseless and noisy objectives in the following two subsections.
B.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2.1 via Theorem B.1. Specifically, the concentration and sharpness conditions are established in Lemma B.4 and Lemma B.6 respectively. Then we show the global maximizers of all p -based formulation are very close to the true dictionary with high probability via Theorem B.1.
We begin with the correctness of the population objective. We first show the correctness over the sphere and then extend it to O(n). 
where y = D 0 (b • g) with b ∼ Ber(θ) and g ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), γ p = σ p 2 p/2 Γ( p+1 2 ) √ π and Γ(·) is the Gamma function. The equality holds when a * D 0 0 = 1 and the maximal objective value is γ p θ.
Proof. We prove this lemma by separating b and g
where Ω denotes the support of b and inequality (a) follows Lemma D.1. The inequality in (b) is because (a * D 0 ) Ω 2 ≤ 1 and the equality holds only if a * D 0 0 = 1. Denoting A = [a * 1 ; · · · ; a * m ] where a i ∈ R n and Y = [y 1 , · · · , y r ], we have
Inequality (a) follows Lemma B.1 and the equality holds only if a i D 0 0 = 1, ∀i and A ∈ St(n, m). Thus, the global maximum is achieved only if A * = D 0 P , where P is any signed permutation matrix.
We then establish the concentration of the empirical objective. We first show a general heavy-tailed concentration bound over the Stiefel manifold, and then apply it to obtain the required sample complexity for concentration.
For fixed Q ∈ St(n, m), we define a function f Q : R n1 → R d1 , such that
is a heavy tailed process of z, in the sense of
3. Letz be a truncated vector of z, such that
with B = 2σ log(n 1 r). We further assume that
Then for any t > 0, we have P sup
In other words, for any given δ, whenever
Proof. The proof is heavily based on the concentration of random vectors over the sphere (Theorem F.1 in [20]).
We employ truncation to deal with the heavy-tailed phenomenon and thus the bounds for bounded random variables [24] can be applied here. The truncation level is set as B = 2σ log(n 1 r). We first separate the concentration into three parts P sup
Denote the -net on Stiefel manifold as N ( ).
Bound T 3
Bound T 2 Note that
Bound T 1 To bound T 1 , we first derive a bound for fixed Q ∈ St(n, m) and then take a union bound over N ( 
Covering over the Stiefel manifold We know that
Inequality (a) can be obtained by taking a union bound over the -net and inequality (b) follows Lemma D.2.
We finish the proof by taking t = mδ.
We then use Lemma B.3 to establish concentration for p objectives. Proof. Note that
To use Lemma B.3, we define Q = AD 0 , z = x and f Q (z) = Qz p p . Bound R 2
Denote Q ∈ O(n) and Q = [q * 1 ; · · · ; q * n ].
Bound R 1 By Cauchy inequality, we have
or we can bound R 1 with θ, i.e., R 1 = (θnB 2 log n) p/2 with probability at least 1 − exp (−θn) .
Bound L f ,L f Note that sample complexity bound in Lemma B.3 is propositional to log(L f +L f ) and log(L f +L f ) = Θ(log n) as long as L f andL f is in the polynomial of n. Thus, it is sufficient to bound them in the polynomials of n. By calculation, we haveL
Bound B f Apply Lemma B.1, we have
We finish the proof by substituting (20-23) into Lemma B.3.
In the following two lemmas, we show the sharpness of p objectives.
where C p = (1 − 2(0.5)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume r = 0.5 min{ q − e n 2 2 , q + e n 2 2 } and thus r = |1 − q n | 2 = 2 . We first show (24) holds when ≤ 1 √ 2 . Let Ω = Ω\{n}, we have
Equality in (a) holds only if q 0 = 2. Thus, we have
2 ). Next, we show that (24) holds when > 1 √ 2 . As r ≤ 1 always holds, we can take the smallest c such that
holds for > 1 √ 2 .
Denote w = q 1:n−1 and g(w) = E Ω [w, 1 − w 2 2 ] Ω p 2 . Then, we have
Thus, we take c = C p in (25) to finish the proof.
Lemma B.6. (Sharpness) Suppose Q ∈ O(n), and then ∃P ∈ SP(n) such that
where C p = (1 − 2(0.5) p 2 ) −1 .
Proof. Denote Q = [q 1 ; · · · ; q n ], we have Provided that the sample size r = Ω θδ −2 n log(n/δ)(n log 2 n) p 2 , then for δ > 0, there exists a signed permutation Π, such that
Proof. To use Theorem B.1, we have to check the concentration of empirical objective and sharpness of the population objective.
Concentration From Lemma B.4, for any δ > 0, whenever r > Φ(δ, n) = Ω θδ −2 n log(n/δ)(n log 2 n) p 2 , we have sup
with probability at least 1 − r −1 .
Sharpness From Lemma B.6, ∀A ∈ O(n), we Denote A = [a * 1 ; · · · ; a * m ] where a i ∈ R n , Y = [y 1 , · · · , y r ], and G = [g 1 , · · · , g m ].
This term achieves its maxima only if a i D 0 0 = 1, ∀i and A ∈ O(n). Thus, the global maximum is achieved only if A * = D 0 P , where P is any signed permutation matrix. 
